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Abstract : Being In the present situation traffic jams and congestion is a common issue because of the day by day increment 
of numerous vehicles. A smart traffic control system can be one of the solutions to the above problem. This can be done by 
measuring the vehicular density on that road wherein real time image and video processing techniques will be used. The main 
aim is to coordinate the traffic by keeping a check of its density from all the sides and thereby controlling the traffic signal 
intelligently. We will present an algorithm so as to determine the amount of vehicles on that road. This density counting 
algorithm will work by the comparison between one frame of the live video (real time) and the reference image followed by 
looking for the vehicles in the desired region. The traffic signal will be controlled smartly by comparing the vehicle density 
and the direction of the traffic. In this paper, We researched on traffic density estimation using computer vision technique. A 
common approach is to perform background subtraction, which identifies moving objects from the portion of a video frame 
that differ significantly from a background model. For Background modeling we used Frame differencing method as for 
density estimation as our background is static. My experiment shows static background subtraction algorithms with adaptive 
thresholding, post-processing with morphological image processing can produce good results with much lower computational 
complexity. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In Modern Life we have to face with many problems one of which is traffic congestion becoming more serious day after day. It 
is said that the high volume of vehicles, the inadequate infrastructure and the irrational distribution of the development are main 
reasons for increasing traffic jam. The major cause leading to traffic congestion is the high number of vehicle which caused by 
the population and the development of economy. To unravel this problem, the government should encourage people to use public 
transport or vehicle with small size such as bicycles or make tax on personal vehicles. Traffic system plays a vital role in this 
civilized world and many aspects of life that relies on it. The reason of traffic is an inefficient controlling of traffic signals that 
affects the traffic flow. This phenomenon requires finding methods of optimizing traffic flow, especially during rush hours. Most 
of the city traffic is controlled by sensors and cameras shall be installed in big highways and streets. Vehicle counts are typically 
used to gather data for determination of vehicle hourly patterns, daily or seasonal variations and growth trends, or annual traffic 
estimates. The most common use for the traffic image data collection is signal timing. Traffic signal preemption or prioritization 
allows the normal operation of traffic lights to be preempted. The most common use of these systems is to manipulate traffic 
signals in the path of an emergency vehicle, halting conflicting traffic and allowing the emergency vehicle right-of-way, to help 
reduce response times and enhance traffic safety. This problem can be controlled by the proper analysis of traffic, proper 
adjustment in the controlling of traffic management. One of the methods to overcome the traffic problem is to develop a traffic 
analysis by measuring the traffic density on a road using images processing techniques. In recent years, the image processing 
techniques in traffic signal control has been investigated by several researchers. Various image processing operations like 
segmentation, filtering, object analysis are performed on the input image to analyze the traffic. In this proposed work, two source 
images are taken, one is blank road image and the other is its corresponding road image with vehicles. The absolute difference of 
these two source images will be considered as the new source image. The new image undergoes a series of image processing 
operations such as preprocessing, image enhancement, segmentation and morphological operation to detect the vehicles. The 
region property in image analysis helps to find the centriod of the vehicle and thereby count the number of vehicles in the image. 
The result message is shown to inform the number of vehicles in highway. The vehicle count decides the traffic. 
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Figure 1. Images of the Traffic 
 
 

II.  LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Many Researches have done work on traffic analysis using image processing technique. 
 
K, Dhanya et al , P, Mishra et al , P.M, Daigavane et al , Betke et al   [1] developed a computer vision system for detecting and 
tracking the moving vehicle at day time and night time. First the videos are converted into frames and background and foreground 
of the image are detected. The headlight and the taillight of the vehicle is used for detecting and identifying the vehicle, after that 
image segmentation and pattern analysis techniques are applied. They develop an algorithm for detection and classification of 
vehicle in heterogeneous traffic. The entire process is divided into four steps i.e. camera calibration, vehicle detection, speed 
estimation, and classification. Vehicle detection is carried using background subtraction and blob tracking methods. Speed of the 
vehicle is estimated by using start and stop lane marker and calibration parameter. Classification of vehicles depends upon the 
various features of the detected vehicles. These features give the input to SVM for classification. an application based on neural 
network for vehicle detection and classification. This system identifies and classifies the vehicles with their success rate 
90%.Vehicle are tracked by using blob tracking method and neural networks classify these vehicles on the basis of length and 
height. There have been cases where the system is unable to do the classification correctly. When multiple vehicles move together, 
with approximately the same velocity, they tend to get grouped together as one vehicle. Also, the presence of shadows can cause 
the system to classify vehicles incorrectly. A real-time vision system that analyzes colour videos taken from a forward-looking 
video camera in a car driving on a highway. The system is a combination of colour, edge, and motion information to recognize 
and track the road boundaries, lane markings and other vehicles on the road. Cars are recognized by matching templates that are 
cropped from the input data online and by detecting highway scene features and evaluating the way they relate to each other. Cars 
are also detected by temporal differencing and by tracking motion parameters that are typical for cars. The system recognizes and 
tracks road boundaries and lane markings using a recursive least-squares filter. In this paper, we have studied different methods 
for the identification, classification and counting vehicles from online and offline videos in India as well as other countries. The 
paper also discusses the various applications of video based automatic traffic control system. The various challenges faced by the 
researchers for developing such systems are also discussed.  
 
Ahmed S. Salama, Bahaa K. Saleh, Vivek, Tyagi, [2]  developed an algorithm  Manual Controlling and   Automatic Traffic light  
controlling the name instance it require man power to control the traffic. Depending on the countries and states the traffic polices 
are allotted for a required area or city to control the traffic. The traffic polices will carry sign board, sign light and whistle to 
control the traffic. They will be instructed to wear specific uniforms in order to control the traffic by timers and electrical sensors. 
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In traffic light each phase a constant numerical value loaded in timer. The lights are automatically getting ON and OFF depending 
on the timer value changes. While using electrical sensors it will capture the availability of the vehicle and signals on each phase, 
depending on the signal the lights automatically switch ON and OFF. The Traffic Lights that are in widespread use today do not 
do much intricate reasoning when deciding when to change the lights for the various road users waiting in different lanes. How 
long the signal stays green in one lane and red in another is most often determined by simple timing that is calculated when the 
crossing is designed. Even though today’s methods are robust and work well when traffic load is distributed evenly across the 
lanes in the intersection, the systems are very inefficient because they are unable to handle various simple situations that arise 
throughout the day. Unnecessary waiting time in the signal can be avoided by determining in which side the green signal should 
be large during traffic. 
 

III. PROPOSED WORK 
The overall System Architecture is shown below it defines the system in a sequential manner. In this work the background 
segmentation algorithm, noise reduction through morphological analysis, blob detection and signal system based on number of 
blobs or density on the road architecture as well as module have been developed Process starts with capture video data as input. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2 Block Diagram of Project 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3 The Frame Image Analysis 
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Figure 4 Monitoring Traffic using Thing Speak 

 
 
CCTV Data Image or Video: CCTV camera will be located at common congestion point on highways, freeways ,tunnel. It 
captures image or videos of the traffic coming from a particular direction on the road. It may be also used to show traffic condition 
on the road. CCTV data has developed from simple systems comprising a camera connected directly to a viewing screen with an 
observer in a control room, watching for incidents of crime or vandalism or searching for targeted individuals, to complex multi 
camera systems with many computers. The computers carry out image processing, object recognition and scene analysis, prior to 
presenting data to observers. The need for video recording arose to relieve the observers from overload, to provide an audit 
capability and for detailed studies of images leading up to an incident Colour, including the use of infrared imaging, has in many 
cases replaced monochrome, and digital encoding with compression, for storage and or transmission, has become economical. 
Automatic detection of such event in the image sequences from a CCTV system may be used to alert human observers, who can 
then decide if the events are significant. Tracking of specific individuals is also possible. Distinguishing approaching and receding 
pedestrians (for example by automatic marking with different coloured tags) may be operationally useful. 
 
Image Pre-processing: Image preprocessing is an improvement of the image data that suppress undesired distortion or enhance 
some image features important for further processing. Examples images features include contrast and edge enhancement, pseudo-
coloring, noise filtering, sharping and modifying. It may also be used Brightness value of pixels.  Noise filtering used to remove 
noise from the images using a median filtering method in an image processing technique. This method reduces noise or some dots 
in an image especially for salt and pepper noise. A mask in an odd size places on an image. After that, Pixels are arranged in an 
image frame. An edge generally identifies how large of an area. By the way, the meaning in the system is a change in a grey level 
when measure a value of edge by an ideal edge. This kind of edge is a group of pixels connecting together in a vertical line. This 
line is perpendicular with a change in gray level in an ideal way. But in an operation way, any images have blurred edges or not 
clear like an ideal image. The edges of those images are ramp like. A value of an edge density can find from a ramp. Also, a ramp 
is the beginning and the end of a change in a gray level. Image preprocessing used for lane detection and tracking. vehicle speed 
detection ,traffic light control in traffic management system. 
 
Image Segmentation: Image segmentation is the process of partitioning a digital image into multiple segment  (sets of pixels, 
also know  as super pixel).The goal of segmentation is to simplify or change the representation of an image into something that 
is more meaningful and easier to analyze. . Image segmentation is typically used to locate object and boundaries (line and curves) 
in images. Image segmentation is the process of assigning a label to every pixles in an image such that pixles with the same label 
share certain characteristics. The simplest method of image segmentation is called the thresholding method. This method based 
in a clip level to turn a gray scale image into a binary image.  
 
Feature Extraction: It is used to detect how many objects or cars on the road. And then, the system connects a traffic condition 
result with a database for a transportation planning. For example, a car quantity and velocity detector on a roadside. Object 
detection is a process where identity of an object under consideration in a scene is made. It may include the identification of an 
individual, animal, bird, vehicle, tree, river etc. Object detection is a computer technology related to computer vision and  image 
processing that deals with detecting instances of semantic objects of a certain class (such as humans, buildings, or cars) in digital 
images and videos. Well-researched domains of object detection include face detection and pedestrian detection. Object detection 
has applications in many areas of computer vision, including image retrieval and video surveillance. It is used in face 
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detection and face recognition. It is also used in tracking objects, for example tracking a ball during a football match, tracking 
movement of a cricket bat, tracking a person in a video. 
 
Traffic Density Estimation: Traffic density estimation to estimate the density and velocity of the car. It will also be used to 
provide important information for road planning, road traffic control, traffic scheduling, routing and dissemination. It depicts the 
ratio between the area occupied by the vehicle and the total surface of the road. An estimation of the accuracy of vehicle velocity 
is constrained by the timing resolution and displacement resolution in pixels on the images. An algorithm to estimate real time 
vehicle velocity using image processing technique from the known camera calibration parameters. The presented algorithm 
involves several main steps. First, the moving object is extracted by utilizing frame differencing technique. Second, the object 
tracking method is applied and the speed is estimated based on the displacement of the object’s centroid. 
 

IV. RESULT 
Software  and Hardware and Data Base 
The proposed work is implemented on intel CORE processor i3 using MATLAB 2016Ra.For testing purpose we used CCTV data 
using Google (YouTube).The Video file like as „viptraffic.avi‟ which contains  frames is used to perform the experiments as per 
the proposed work.                                                     
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
System  User  Interface 
Create window using Matlab guide tool. Use some button like as panel, pushbutton and edit text then given name as shown in 
below window. 
 

 
 

Figure 5 System User Interface 
 

Load video:  Click on Load video button to show the text box. Due to this button video file Load from our file. Select video and 
click on open button as shown on screen 

 

 
 

Figure 6 load video 
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Frame Extraction   :  Extract frame from video  to display how many frame in video and display the type of video show using 
the Dialog box 

 
 

Figure 7 frame extraction 
 

Play video : Click on play video button the video will play  show on dialog box which video has been loaded. 
 

 
 

Figure 8 Play Video 
 

Video Analysis : Segmentation of the video &  the count the type vehicle and  count Evaluation time of the vehicle in sec and 
show maximum traffic density. As shown below 
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Figure 9 video analysis 
 

Upload data to Thing Speak  : The traffic data send to the Thing Speak using this button to show traffic data to choose location 
of the particular Square to display on dialog box. The data has been written on thing speak and show graphically. 

 
 

Different Channels on Thing Speak For 
 
 

 
Figure 10 Create Channel Using Thing Speak 
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Figure 11 Traffic Density on Rajkamal Square and Map Location 
 
 

 
 

Figure 12 Traffic density on Jaistambh square  and Map Location 
 

 
 

Figure 13 Traffic Density on Irwin Square and Map location 
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Figure 14 Traffic Density on Biyani Square and Map Location 
 
 

Table 01: Performance Evaluation 
 

Sr.No Test Case Total no of frame  Evaluation Time 
(sec) 

Max Density Per  
frame 

1 VideoRGB24 120 48.23 9 

2 VideoRGB24 915 94.4920 6 

3 VideoRGB24 480 63.89 9 

4 VideoRGB24 500 71.34 3 

 
 
The Bar Graph [ A] Show the Evaluation Time in Sec in given Video file. Second Bar Graph [ B] Show the Maximum Traffic 
Density per frame. 

 

 
 

(A) 
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(B) 
 

Figure 15 Performance Evaluation Graph 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
Computer vision based traffic congestion estimation has recently become one of the growing areas of research related to traffic 
systems and traffic density. There are many reasons for traffic congestion situations like inefficient transport management, 
incomplete information regarding traffic etc. This information traffic system gives the effective knowledge about the vehicles 
before hand which helps in solving hinderance to traffic and assists to identify traffic load. This system completely ignores the 
background. It is observed that the detection of the vehicles for a video is 100% and the proposed method is able to determine 
whether the traffic intensity is low , medium or high with a threshold of 3 cars per frame being used. 
The future work lies towards deploying a real time proof of concept to analyze instantaneous traffic density. The analysis can thus 
be improved with multiple sequential cameras along a highway which in addition to localized congestion control analyzes the 
congestion buildup from the starting point to the ending point. With the aggregate image data, the congestion control strategy can 
make global decisions and affect congestion control on a reasonably sized scale. 
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